
Somewhere in the presumed wilderness, at night, Charlotte runs away from a 
mysterious, unseen assailant.  After seemingly outrunning him, she reaches a nearby 
building in the distance.  However, someone (saying “Hello, Charlotte”) surprises 
her from behind and the screen goes back. 
 
The next day, in his house, Charlotte’s friend Marcus is messaging another friend, 
Jack, who tells him that Charlotte is dead and that “it’s going to have to be you.”  Jack 
also informs Marcus that “they know.”  Marcus walks over to a nearby bulletin board 
he has in his room – that has arrows connecting pictures of people – and, 
sorrowfully, crosses off Charlotte’s picture with a red paintbrush.  Marcus flashes 
back to a previous night, when Charlotte came to him fearing that a man, Ray, was 
coming after her – and Marcus, claiming to know Ray from the past, swore to protect 
her.  Present-day, Marcus unlocks a drawer, taking a mysterious bag from it, and 
leaves his house. 
 
As he walks through town, now close to sunset, Marcus becomes aware that another 
man, Lee –whose picture was on his board – is following him.  Marcus sneaks 
through the crowd and reaches a tea shop where Jack is working.  Jack tells Marcus 
he can’t help him anymore and that he would be in trouble if people found out.  After 
telling Marcus that “everyone thought you were dead,” Jack explains that Ray and 
Lee seem to be picking off people Marcus knew one by one until they get to him.  
Jack notices Lee loitering at the corner of the road and helps Marcus out the back of 
the shop, where he then dons new clothing – that he had in the bag – and disappears 
into the crowd.  Lee, still standing at the edge of the street, calls Ray and tells him 
Marcus got away.  Ray, who had already broken into Marcus’s apartment, tells Lee to 
meet him at “the house” in 10 minutes and they’ll figure something out.  However, 
Marcus then re-appears behind Lee, now following him, and locks him in the 
bathroom of a nearby shop. 
 
At “the house” – the same house Charlotte was trying to reach – Ray, sitting in his 
car, waits for Lee.  He gets a text from Lee, telling him that he’s afraid to come out 
from his hiding place near the house.  Ray, frustrated, walks over to the house to 
collect Lee but is surprised by Marcus, who is holding Lee’s phone and has a gun-
shaped object in his coat pocket.  Ray confronts Marcus on their own personal 
history and then accuses Marcus of being the one who killed Charlotte – so Marcus 
could get to Ray.  Marcus doesn’t deny it and forces Ray to his knees where he tells 
him, “game over.” 
 
Marcus is then shot from behind by Lee.  However, it is revealed that Lee shot 
Marcus with a paintball gun and that Marcus himself was holding a paintball gun 
himself.  The entire cast of characters was engaged in a game of the live-action-role-
playing game Assassins.  Marcus asks Lee how he got out and Lee replies, “The 
window was open.”  With Marcus now “dead”, Lee then shoots Ray in the gut, 
thereby winning the game.  When a bunch of other friends and associates, including 
Charlotte, come out of the house to see what happened, Lee explains that he won 
and is now going to go talk to Jack to tell him the Assassins game is over.  He then 



turns back to face Marcus and Ray and replies, “Some people just take this game way 
too seriously.” 


